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andSex the...
...not so single girl...single girl

MS y single friend Claire* has asked me to 
accompany her on a pulling expedition. 
My job as wingwoman is to distract 

the undesirables while she swoops on any 
potential sex gods. Seven years with Ben 
means I’ve forgotten how to fl irt, so this is a 
chance to relive my single glory days, dust o�  
my chat-up lines and laugh at crap jokes. 

Fast-forward three hours and I’m listening to 
Boring Barry drone on about his dog Beverly. 
He’s so dull, I’ve resorted to counting the hairs of 
his thinning barnet to stay awake. “What do you 
think?” he asks, catching me o� -guard. “Yes, 
defi nitely,” I reply quickly. “Amazing! She’ll love 
you,” he grins. Turns out I’ve agreed to go to his 
house and meet the dog. Boring Baz thinks he’s 
pulled. Awkward. Do I drag it out so Claire can 
keep fl irting with his friend, or do I confess to my 
coupled-up status and risk him dragging his mate 
away because I’m a 
‘waste of time’?

I have no idea how 
far a wingwoman is 
expected to go, although I’m pretty certain 
it’s not as far as Barry’s house. So I explain I have a 
boyfriend and he stares at me like I’ve suggested 
kicking Beverly down the stairs. If nodding politely 
while staring at his shiny bald patch is considered 
a come-on, then fl irting ain’t what it used to be. 
Barry angrily interrupts our friends and storms 
o� , leaving me a very sheepish third wheel. 

I had thought this would be a nostalgic walk 
down Singleton Lane, but it’s a minefi eld. Even if 
Barry had actually been Sexy Sam with hilarious 
canine-free anecdotes, we’d have had to negotiate this point 
sooner or later. The truth is, single men on a night out 

generally speak to you only if they think you 
might be a potential love candidate.

But skipping around the edges of a mating 
ritual makes me feel pervy and a bit of a fraud. 
Wingwomen clearly either have to be single 
themselves or have nerves of steel. Luckily, 
Claire hints she’s happy to be le�  ‘alone’ with 
her new man, so I scuttle home to Ben, 
cursing Barry, Beverly and that bald patch.

Jo Usmar discovers being a trusty 
wingwoman is trickier than she thought

o, as I might have conveyed in some small way, my new 
man PhD Guy seems perfect. Aside from the giant-
sized brain contained within an entirely normal-sized 

and attractive head, he’s sweet, funny, kind and does amusing 
dance moves. He’s even a cat person. BOYFRIEND WIN.

Which makes it easy to forget he’s eight years younger than 
me. Making him (a super-clever) 28, while I’m (a super, um, 
old?) 36. Somehow, despite the fact that I don’t exactly lead a 
detox lifestyle, I look his age. But it still worries me a little. 

I mean, it’s not as if we don’t have lots in common, from a 
love of Scrabble to our skill at making 

eggs Florentine. Nor does he have any 
concerns, pointing out he’s essentially 
an old person in a young person’s body, 

who teaches poetry, listens to bebop and 
darns his socks. Not actually joking. 

Even so, I couldn’t help but 
worry when he invited me to meet 
his mates. Would they clock the 
age di� erence on sight? Would 
they work out from my job title 
I’m not uni-fresh? Would they be 
judgey, sceptical or weirded out? 

But, it turns out, ‘How old are 
you?’ isn’t something people 
o� en ask. And if the age gap 
showed, it was the following 
week with my friends Dee and 
Mark. As we chatted through 
our Glastonbury plans, PhD 
Guy announced he was going 
to ask his mum to buy his 

ticket. Cue ever so slight 
tumbleweed as we remembered 
when we asked our mums for stu� .

But, from now on, I’m not going 
to worry about the age 
gap. If anything, it 
sometimes makes me 
look cool. Which I’ll try 
to remember next time 
I’m trapped at an achingly 
hip east London party. 
Or feeling entirely 36 in 
a Glasto mudfest.
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